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Brand new Book. Author Bill Neal has weeded through the Latin words that describe and
distinguish plants and flowers and compiled a single volume of select definitions and gardening
lore. Narcissus bulbocodium or Narcissus cyclamineus? Isabellinus, iadinus, ianthinus? Basilaris or
basilicus? Today's gardeners encounter Latin terms like these whenever they enter garden centres
or pick up mail-order catalogues. They must still, of course, decide whether dahlias or peonies will
best complete that floral border. But new questions in an increasingly technical vocabulary are
sprouting up among perennial concerns and demanding attention from devoted gardeners. As
Latin terms appear with increasing frequency in garden centres and on the pages of gardening
catalogues, we need such brief, clear definitions for the finite number of Latin terms that combine
to form the names of a seemingly infinite number of plant species. Equally welcome are the littleknown horticultural facts and fables which fill the broad margins of every page."Gardener's Latin"
is a book for the gardener who needs to know that a plant with isabellinus (tawing yellow) on its
nursery tag might not belong in a carefully planned ianthinus (violet-blue) border. Or...
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Reviews
Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Olga Ledner MD
Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner
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